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New🌷 Q1 Product Launch: Scale into spring, like clouds in the sky! 🚀Open
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	ServerlessServerless
	Functions
	Serverless FunctionsExperience an easy way to run your code on the cloud.


	Containers
	Serverless ContainersEasily run containers on the cloud with a single command


	Middleware
	Messaging and QueuingEasily connect your microservices and applications in the Cloud. Send messages and events without having to manage your message broker


	Database
	Serverless SQL Database (beta)Experience an easy PostgreSQL database that adapts automatically to your traffic


	Jobs
	Serverless JobsEasily run batches of tasks in the cloud.






	ContainersContainers
	Containers	Kubernetes KapsuleEasy-to-use managed Kubernetes for Scaleway products and resources
	Kubernetes KosmosMulti-cloud Kubernetes for Scaleway and external providers resources
	Container RegistryAn easy-to-use Docker repository






	StorageStorage
	Object Storage
	Object StorageS3-compatible and Multi-AZ resilient object storage service. Ensuring high availability for your data
	Scaleway GlacierOutstanding Cold Storage class to secure long-term object storage. Ideal for deep archived data


	Block Storage
	Block StorageFlexible and reliable storage for demanding workloads






	Managed DatabasesManaged Databases
	Relational Databases
	Managed Database for PostgreSQL & MySQLEnsure scalability of your infrastructure and storage with our new generation of Managed Databases designed to scale on-demand according to your needs


	Memory Databases
	Managed Database for Redis™Accelerate your web application with powerful caching


	Document Databases
	Managed Document DatabaseDrive your own document-oriented database. Let us managed the engine






	NetworkNetwork
	VPC
	VPCSecure your cloud resources with ease on a resilient regional network
	Public GatewayA single & secure entrance to your infrastructure


	Load Balancers
	Load BalancersImprove the performance of your services as you grow


	Domains and DNS
	Domains and DNSBuy domain names and manage DNS directly with Scaleway. Find your favourite extensions at a fair price






	Managed servicesManaged services
	IoT
	IoT HubA purpose-built bridge between your connected hardware and your cloud infrastructure


	Web development
	Web HostingWeb Hosting for individuals, professionals, and everyone in between. Managed, simple, scalable, and secure
	Web PlatformA secure, sustainable and fully managed way to ship your applications - only in a few clicks


	TEM
	Transactional EmailEnjoy instant delivery of your transactional emails backed by Scaleway’s reliable infrastructure, ensuring high deliverability and scalability


	Observability
	CockpitMonitor your infrastructures and applications in minutes with a fully managed observability solution






	ComputeCompute
	Virtual Instances	LearningA tiny instance to test and host your personal projects (x86)
	Cost-OptimizedHighly reliable and priced affordably Instances with shared vCPUs (x86 and ARM)
	Production-OptimizedHigh-performance instances with dedicated vCPU for the most demanding workloads (x86)
	Workload-OptimizedSecure, scalable VMs, equipped for high memory and compute demands (x86)


	GPU
	GPU 3070 InstancesPowerful instance based on dedicated NVIDIA® RTX 3070 with the best price/performance ratio






	Security and IdentitySecurity and Identity
	Identity
	Identity and Access Management (IAM)The easiest way to safely collaborate in the cloud


	Security
	Secret ManagerProtect your sensitive data across your cloud infrastructure






	Developer ToolsDeveloper Tools
	Developer Tools
	Scaleway APIThe Public Interface for developers
	CLIDeploy and manage your infrastructure directly from the command line
	TerraformSecurely and efficiently provision and manage Infrastructure as Code with Terraform
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	DediboxDedibox
	Dedibox	StartImpressive and affordable dedicated servers with the best price-performance ratio on the market
	ProEnhance the performance of your applications with our production-grade servers that offer the perfect balance of processing power, memory and storage
	Core The high performance backbone of your mission-critical infrastructure
	StoreYour massive amounts of mission-critical data are in good hands with our servers tailored for fast storage, backup and streaming
	DedirackHost your Hardware in our secured French datacenters


	Options and Services
	Network OptionsConnect your Dedibox servers to the RPN private network, or order additional Failover IPs, Bandwidth options or DDoS protection. 
	Storage OptionsDiscover our solutions for storage, backup and archiving projects, like RPN-SAN, Dedibackup and Additional disks. 
	Operating SystemsWide range of operating systems and administration panels ready to install on your Dedibox dedicated server.






	Elastic MetalElastic Metal
	Elastic Metal	AluminiumFully dedicated bare metal servers with native cloud integration, at the best price
	BerylliumPowerful, balanced and reliable servers for production-grade applications
	IridiumPowerful dedicated server designed to handle high-workload applications
	LithiumDesigned with huge local storage to keep, back up, and protect your data






	AppleApple
	Apple
	Mac mini M1Enjoy the Mac mini experience with great simplicity
	Mac mini M2Perform your daily tasks with speed and efficiency
	Mac mini M2 ProRealize your most ambitious projects thanks to a new level of power






	PartnersPartners
	Partners
	Outsourcing servicesSelection of outsourcing providers certified by Scaleway with privileged access to Scaleway’s tools and resources to help you manage your servers.
	OneProviderSelection of outsourcing providers certified by Scaleway with privileged access to Scaleway’s tools and resources to help you manage your servers.
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	ClustersClusters
	AI Supercomputers
	AI SupercomputersBuild the next Foundation Model with one of the fastest and most energy-efficient supercomputers in the world






	InstancesInstances
	Instances
	H100 PCIe GPU InstanceAccelerate your model training and inference with the most high-end AI chip of the market
	L40S GPU InstancePre-register your interest in L40S GPU!
	L4 GPU InstanceMaximize your AI infrastructure's potential with a versatile and cost-effective GPU Instance
	Render GPU InstanceDedicated Tesla P100s for all your Machine Learning & Artificial Intelligence needs






	Managed ServicesManaged Services
	Managed Services
	LLM InferenceServe Generative AI models and answer prompts from European end-consumers securely






View all our products
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Solutions
	Industries
	Artificial Intelligence
	Public Sector
	Gaming
	Media and Entertainment
	Retail and E-commerce
	SaaS
	Startup Program


	Use cases
	Cloud Storage Solutions
	Kubernetes Solutions
	Serverless Applications


	Web Hosting
	Managed Web Hosting
	Dedicated Web Hosting












	Pricing
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HomeDedibox

Scaleway Dedibox: dedicated servers
(Re)discover the performance of our newest generation of dedicated servers.
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Dedibox ranges


[image: ]Start Range
The best choice for hosting your applications


Impressive performance at the best price-performance ratio. Starting from €9.99 ex.VAT/month, pre-built ECC memory and unlimited public and private network traffic.

Learn more
[image: ]Pro Range
Perfectly balanced design


Benefit from the perfect balance between processor, memory and storage.

Learn more
[image: ]Core Range
Maximum performance in production


High-end servers for intensive loads and critical deployments with Intel Xeon or AMD EPYC processors, ultra-fast NVMe local storage, and up to 25 Gbit/s connectivity!

Learn more
[image: ]Store Range
The largest storage volumes


Large storage capacity for massive data processing. From a few large-volume disks to several smaller-volume disks, choose the configuration that best suits your needs.

Learn more
Order a Dedibox serverContact us


Dedibox main features


[image: ]Quality and reliability
We manage a continuously growing park of more than 100,000 servers in our datacenters in France and the Netherlands. 




[image: ]Constant innovation
We offer a proven track record of building the technologies that help your infrastructure and business perform at their best. We continue to invest in many R&D programs to offer the best technologies on the market.




[image: ]Console and API
With Scaleway Dedibox, you can pilot your services from:

	A simplified graphic interface
	A REST API to quickly interact with your Dedibox servers or automate maintenance tasks.





[image: ]Premium network
We operate a high-performance, ultra-fast and reliable network, fully meshed at 100 Gbit/sec. Our AS12876 network is based on the most advanced equipment on the market and has more than 8 Tbit/sec of capacity to multiple operators and exchange points.




[image: ]High-end data centers
We have designed the most modern and efficient datacenters in the world. This design ensures redundancy, stability and energy & water savings. Our datacenters are also ISO 27001 and ISO 50001 compliant and TIER 3 certified by the Uptime Institute.




[image: ]24/7 Support year-round
Enjoy peace of mind with our 24/7 customer support. On top of that, we ensure your infrastructure is always up and running.




[image: ] Third party management services
Our infrastructure stability has made us the trusted choice of thousands of IT managers. We offer a complete catalog of services to accompany you in migration, deployment and maintenance to ensure the optimal working conditions.




[image: ]European with global DNA
We are a European cloud trusted by thousands of customers in over 160 countries. From product delivery to customer support, Scaleway is built to feel local… no matter where you live!




[image: ]Fun & serious
The Scaleway Dedibox team works with a positive, open and playful mindset. We’re not just creating a cloud, we’re building an entire universe! Cloud development doesn’t need to be boring. We like to work hard, innovate and put our customers first.





Options


[image: ]Operating Systems
Scaleway Dedibox offers a wide range of OSes ready to install on your Dedibox dedicated server.Our range includes Linux distributions, Microsoft Windows, Parallels Plesk panel and virtualization distributions.


Check out the list

[image: ]Storage
Scaleway offers solutions for storage, backup and archiving projects. In a few clicks, increase the storage of your Dedibox server with SAN volumes, create your storage infrastructure with our Store range servers and take advantage of our Object Storage to store and to archive your data without volume limits.


Check the storage options

[image: ]Network
Dedibox servers are connected to 2 physically distinct networks in order to secure exchanges of your data (physical isolation) and provide maximum performance. The private network RPN allows exchanges between your servers without impacting your connectivity to the internet.


Check the networks option
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